The teaching of optics will become more difficult in the future because the amount of teaching material is increasing rapidly for two reasons: new facts about optics evolve at a rapid rate; understanding the adjacent disciplines becomes more important since optics will be engaged increasingly in interdiciplinary activities.
INTRODUCTION
A warning: any statement about the next century is SUBJECTIVE. Not only the statements, but also the style and the drawings of this article are influenced by SUBJECTIVE preferences for reasons that are related to the core of this article: how would I myself teach optics in 10 to 20 years from now, if I had the opportunity to do so?
The topic as expressed by the title is extremely large for two reasons : the "student of optics" may be anybody between the ages of kindergarten and post-retirement. The "teacher of optics" may be a parent, the TV set, a friend, an ordinary teacher, a regular professor, a competitor, a book, a conference, a video tape or the host of an exchange visitor.
My remarks will be more or less appropriate for any student-teacher constellation. But the first year graduate student and his professor is the situation which is predominantly on my mind while writing these lines.
The overall plan of this article is shown on table 1.
So far we have treated the part "definition of the problem" of the INTRODUCTION. We now discuss the 5 postulates and 3 recommendations, as shown in table 2.
IlL Fundamentals without any facts or examples are like a naked skeleton. Hence, a few facts as illustrations should go with the fundamentals. But not more than just enough facts necessary for grasping the fundamentals.
(B) The knowledge of FACTS is indispensible in any professional activity. But those facts should not clutter the human brain. The facts should be stored IN DATA BANKS. How to use data banks is something that ought to be taught systematically, but not so much in class as by homework assignments.
The extreme case, a brain full with fundamentals but bare of facts, is a fiction. The accumulation of a reasonable amount of facts will occur automatically in the process of doing anything in -or with -optics. Everybody will collect his own stockpile of facts. Two colleagues with the same understanding of the fundamentals, but with different supplementing sets of memorized facts, 'nay form the nucleus of a successful TEAM. One can teach teamwork of this variety in a graduate course attended simultaneously by physics and by electric engineering students. PH-and EE-students should form pairs who are expected to solve homework problems jointly.
Teamwork is also something the professors should do more often. Two profs with supplementing skills and specialities might teach a course jointly. Not only the students would benefit, also the professors themselves..
(C) Professors and their professional organisations should try to INFLUENCE the development of modern electronic TEACHING AIDS. Why? A warning example is the flood of new journals and of new textbooks, many of them not really good, but not really bad either. So these journals and books will be produced, paid for and read by students who ought to be confronted only by the very best teaching aids. It would be unfair to critisize only the profit-oriented publishers or profit-oriented societies. Society committees on teaching do behave too gentlemen -like in my opinion.
I dare to predict: unless the teachers take an active stand, the electronic teaching aids will be fancy, impressive, expensive, comfortable for professors and students, but of questionable educational value. Let me illustrate my point of view by a personal example: when I am very eager to understand a lecture as thourougly as possible, I will take notes while I am listening. And I will try to draw the figures shown by the speaker. Afterwards I will throw away my notes without every looking at them. But I will try with paper and pencil to recapitulate the essence of the lecture. Why do I do that? Because understanding and effective memorizing are ACTIVE procedures. My approach is apparently uncomfortable. Commercialised approaches are likely to be designed for optimal comfort and profit. A course that is comfortable for the professor and comfortable for the students is a waste of time.
IMPACT OF COMPUTING AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

On data banks
The need for data banks has been justified already in the context of recommendation B. Actually, there might better be TWO kinds of data banks, sponsored by two different entities. There exists already a book, called "ABC der Optik"2, which presents facts in a style represented by the Wollaston example. The ABC book is 30 years old, yet still quite useful. For me it is the optics book I touch more frequently than any other professional book. It certainly needs updating and a translation from German to English. While doing so it should be computerized according to the rules of data banks. The existing cross-referencing notes could be somewhat amplified. The job of creating such an optical data bank type 1 is tremendous. It might be performed under the auspices of the International Commission for Optics ICO, and financed by UNESCO. That makes sense since ICO is a "subsidiary" of UNESCO (via ICSU and IUPAP). Furthermore, the job would fit into the Charter of UNESCO, since such a data bank would be helpful for developing nations which attempt to establish a reasonable amount of technologic independence.
The type-I data bank would predominantly a READ-ONLY memory. The type-2 data bank would rely also heavily on ERASE. It would store for example the latest commercial data on laser diodes. Every manufacturer would be allowed to enter data about his products -and pay for it, similar as for entries in trade journals. A consortium of existing trade journals could manage this data bank. Another possible coordinator might be an organisation such as LIA, the laser industry association,. Its members are manufacturers of laser and electro-optical goods. Other sponsors might be the operators of the international e-mail networks. An international organisation of librarians might be another valuable partner, which could contribute the expertise on cross referencing.
On graphic tools
Moire is a good test case for checking the abilities of graphic tools. Moire is what one observes, if two overhead transparencies are put on top of each other and then projected. Usually the two masks are identical. When displaying Moire one encounters the difficulty of aligning the two masks properly. Computerised display technology could alleviate this problem. One would require commands such as SHIFT, ROTATE, MAGNIFY, ADD, MULTIPLY and ERASE. Three-color capability, with variable color shades, would add to the intuitive and esthetic appeal.
because it corresponds to the sequence of cause-effect conclusions. Once a total figure has evolved from left to right, it should be possible to erase temporarely the left half. That is what I would like to be able to do with table 3a and 3b in9 , when explaining the phenomenon of coherence as a rather trivial case of spatial coordination.
Another situation where the feature "sequential display" is quite desirable, occurs, if one wants to show, how a rectangle can be synthesized from four corner pattern10. A "corner pattern " is unity in the north east quadrant and zero elsewhere. The value "unity" might be positive or negative, as shown in the top row of table 3. In the second row two shifted corners are added, both positive or both negative. In the third row one positive and one negative corner are shifted and added. The remaining non-zero areas are horizontal stripes, bounded on the left side. Finally in the fourth row the two patterns from the third row are superposed such that a rectangle remains as non-zero. If I had simply done this experiment step by step with 4 appropriate transparencies on an overhead projector, it would have been understandable immediately, without the need to say very much. As a consequence we may extrapolate the slogan "a picture is worth a thousand words" into: "a dynamic display is worth a million words". Two examples of "inventing by translation of concepts" made use of modulation schemes in communications theory, which enabled me to find new versions -of holography13'14. Similar in spirit but much more influental was the way E Leith invented the off-axis holography. The category of "inventions by translations" is most likely to happen in interdisciplinary activities. The curriculum should be designed accordingly. In my own case, a one-hour-per week course on the fundamentals of modulation (as part of elective courses in applied physics) turned out to be one of my most profitable learning experiences.
Centralized teaching?
Imagine "the best optics professor of the country" is video-taped while presenting his lectures. Copies of those tapes are distributed to every university in the country and presented there by a video technician at a classroom full with students. Or the lectures of "the best optics professor in the world" are taped and the text translated and "synchronized", as it is commonly done with Hollywood movies. Does it make sense?
In my opinion the answer is neither 100% YES nor 100% NO. Remote video teaching as a SUPPLEMENT to personal teaching in real time makes sense to me, but only as a supplement. One positive argument is that expensive and difficult experimental demonstrations cannot be duplicated everywhere. Another positive argument has to do with the language capability of a young aspiring scientist, who is about to attend his first international conference. He will get more out of it if he has practiced already listening to lectures in English. One more argument: as a young scientist I knew I was reasonably good according to the standards of my home town. But I had no idea if I would be able to follow the lines of thoughts as presented by a famous professor from Florence, from Paris, from London or from Boston. It would have been very valuable for my orientation , if I had had the opportunity to get acquainted with those big wheels by watching video tapes of their lectures before embarking on my first international conference trip.
Less mathematics, more numerical computing?
The teaching of mathematics to non-mathematicians is a famous controversial issue. On the one side there are the math professors, who insist on keeping the monopoly of teaching math. Many physics and engineering students leave the university in despair because of an unforgiving math professor. On the other side there are the applied practicioners, who believe it is good enough if one knows how to use computer programs such as in "MATHEMATICA". One does not need regular math lectures for using those programs, they believe.
My own recommendation is to learn mathematics three times. At first rigorously from a math professor. It is a valuable excercise in thinking precisely. The success of a student in such a math course should not be decisive for the survival as a student. More or less simultaneously with the course on abstract math should be a course offered on "practical math on the computer". This course should be taught by a computer scientist, who also explains how a computer works internally. The third encounter with mathematics should occur somewhat later, when a student listens to an optics professor, who teache a course on something like "optical information processing". Such a course would contain a homogeneous mixture of fundamental optics with Fourier analysis, systems theory and probability theory. The intricate mixture of optics with parts of math will create an intuitive grasp of the mathematical tools.
EMPHASIS ON FUNDAMENTALS
How to select the fundamentals
A few examples may serve to illustrate how the fundamentals can be emphasized while teaching optics. By "fundamentals" I mean those concepts that remain true and useful even if the technology changes drastically.
As a professor one always faces the dilemma: too much material and not enough time. One faces the choice of either reducing the size of each chapter by the same factor. Or one keeps a few chapters at full length, while other chapters are reduced to a few definitions and to advice about suitable literature for voluntary self studies. I prefer the second approach. As examples I will now mention 6 answers to the question on "what is light?". (One could easily find more than 6 answers.). About holography I will mention 10 ways to explain it. These 10 explanations are still incomplete since they do not cover Denisyiks thick holograms, for example.
Is it not a waste of time to explain holography ten times? I do not believe so. Every explanation has its own merit for understanding a certain aspect of holography. Furthermore, one needs more than one way of explaining holography, if different "neighbours" want to be introduced to holography. I would respond quite differently, if approached by a curious mathematician, or by a chemist, or by a communications engineer. I would try to formulate my answer such that it latches on to the prior knowledge of the questioner. I would try to use his (or her) own jargon. A little story may help to illustrate my point. Almost 40 years ago the director of a TV R&D laboratory came and asked: "how many dB does a typical photographic lens have?". My first answer was: "a lens does not have any dBs. It may have aberrations, and its performance will be limited ultimately by diffraction". The TV engineer knew as little about aberrations as I knew about dBs. Eventually, he convinced me that his question was quite sensible, which led me to re-invent the modulation transfer function. The lesson I learned was: when talking to a TV engineer about the quality of a lens, use the MTF language. But when interacting with a lens designer it is necessary to understand what aberrations are.
Back to the question: how to select the fundamentals? Not only fundamentals WITHIN optics, but also fundamentals FOR optics are to be selected. Parts of mathematics belong to those external fundamentals, as mentioned before. The atomic physics, which underlies the interactions of light and matter is also important. The statistical interpretation of entropy is useful for appreciating the universal significance of information theory. Computability and nonlinear dynamics are other topics of lasting importance.
What is light?
The table 7 contains 6 ways to answer that question and a philosophical CAVEAT, saying that "what is" questions belong into metaphysics, outside of science Expressed in another way, a concept like a ray is certainly a convenient model for describing some portions of optics. Is a ray more than a model? Is any concept residing in our brain more than a model? That is a question of a type which I sometimes formulate while wiping the blackboard. Such questions are meant for contemplation in private. Some students really like such philosophical stimulations.
The third and the sixth answers (x, tan a; WIGNER stuff) need some explanatory comments. The top row of table 8 shows a single ray, a bunch of rays starting from a single point, and set of parallel rays. Those three cases are presented in the second row in the artificial (x, tan cx) domain. Why leaving the genuine (x,Z) domain in favor of the artificial (x, tan a) domain? Because some basic physical processes have a very simple counterpart in that artificial domain, as can be seen in the lower half of table 8. It is quite easy to continue from here on to the fundamentals of radiometry. A few examples will convince the student that the light intensity I (x, tan a) behaves like an incompressible fluid.
A curious student may ask if the behavior of light like an incompressible fluid is valid also if we use the wave model instead of the ray model. I would be happy about such a question because it would provide the motivation for introducing the Wigner distribution function WDF15'16. I would define the WDF and then show that it behaves almost exactly like I (x, tan c'). I would conclude such a chapter, saying: it is quite feasible to start physical optics by proclaiming: "light is Wigner stuff'. To support this proclamation I would deduce wave optics and also ray optics from WDF theory. By presenting the deduction of various models of 58/ SPIE Vol. 1603 Education in Optics (1991) light in this unorthodox way I am able to instill some intellectual modesty: human knowledge is certainly useful, but not absolute, only relative and subjective.
Ten definitions of holography
The table 9 contains those ten definitions. The list is certainly not complete. Numbers I and 2 are probably the most popular explanations. One of the references to case (3) is17 and to case (4)18. The cases (5-9) are covered in19'20. The case (7) is supported here by table 10, which refers to Fourier holography. The primary question of holography is : how is it possible to reconstruct amplitude AND phase of a wavefront inspite of the phase blindness of all optical detectors? Loosing the phase information is a 50 % loss. That is tolerable, if 50 % about the arriving complex wavefront is known anyway. But this 50 % prior knowledge must be allocated strategically. Two approaches are shown in table 10.
Again: why TEN explanations? Why in one single explanation not sufficient? The answer iS: it is not difficult in principle to present a comprehensive theory of holography which is capable of answering every question. But that might be too cumbersome or too abstract or not well matched to the preparedness of whoever asks a specific question.
To be more specific I will now ask the reader a few questions, assuming that the reader understands holography thouroughly: "Why is one of the two twin images always pseudoscopic?" -"Why is the resolution of the holographic plate much finer than the resolution of the reconstructed image?" -"Is it possible to create a holographic image instantaneously?" -"Compare the performance of binary computer holograms with ordinary holograms, which consist of sinusoidal interference fringes!". Probably none of the readers would use always the same explanation scheme for the four questions.
Complexity theory
Complexity theory is a new fashion with many old roots. Basically, it is the viewpoint opposite to the "reductionist world view" . The reductionist divides matter into molecules , molecules into atoms , atoms into nuclei and electrons, etc. The whole world is understood in principle, if the interaction between elementary particles is understood. In a nut shell, the reductionist views at the world from "bottom up". The complexity fan is convinced that his view "top down" is more relevant and comprehensive. Obviously, there is a lively controversy between bottom-up and top-down advocates. The question: "is complexity physics? is it science? what is it?" has been addressed recently in a readable short article.
It is natural and also productive if exponents of the two viewpoints interact. When teaching optics one should offer both approaches. So far there are only a few pieces in the literature which are labelled expressively as "complexity theory in optics". In retrospect however it began around the turn of the century when von Laue and others discussed such structural questions as "the degrees of freedom in a wavefield behind a finite aperture". Apparently the topic of "complexity in optics" s not yet mature and well organised. But that is not an argument against including it into a course on modern optics. On the contrary, in my opinion. It is quite encouraging for a student, if his professor admits that neither he nor any other professor knows the answer to a particular question.
HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS
In our country a Masters degree in physics is largely based on a research project which takes typically one and a half years to complete. Many students told me, after they obtained the MSc degree: "during those 1 1/2 years I learnt more than I did earlier during 4 1/2 years. The reason is probably that I was involved as an MSc student in a PRODUCTIVE manner, while before, everything was RECEPTIVE. Maybe not quite, since solving homework problems did certainly require initiative. However, the problem sets seemed to me somewhat sterile and artificial, probably not like problems in a genuine professional situation. Maybe homework problems have to be that way. Otherwise the prof or his assistants could not judge accurately the quality." 
FINAL REMARKS
Many of the points raised in this article need considerable refinements or modifications. But I hope I was able to show that the teaching of optics in the twentyfirst century can be even better than today, inspite of some severe difficulties ahead. Novel technical means will be available. To take advantage of novel opportunities is possible only if one is willing to sacrifice some traditional approaches in order to make room for additions to an already overcrowded curriculum. -7--7
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